Verdera® Lighted Mirrors & Medicine Cabinets
VERDERA Lighted Mirrors & Medicine Cabinets

Verdera lighted mirrors and medicine cabinets give off even, optimally bright light, which eliminates harsh shadows and hot spots. Adding a dimmer switch gives you even more control over your lighting and the atmosphere of the room. So if your daily routine includes primping, plucking, shaving, brushing or applying makeup, install a Verdera lighted mirror or medicine cabinet and see yourself in a whole new light.

KOHLER.com/Verdera

VERDERA LIGHTING

WITH VERDERA LIGHTING

STANDARD LIGHTING

BETTER LIGHT.
BETTER YOU.

Optimally Bright Task Lighting
Up to 1300 lumens with long-lasting LED bulbs. Life expectancy is 36,000 hours.

Consistent Lighting
Eliminates dark and hot spots.

Dimmable
Add an LED dimmer switch and adjust the light to be as dim or bright as you need it — dimmer switches can be installed near the mirror or on the wall.*

Pivoting Side Mirrors
Direct the light where you need it most — available on 34- and 40-inch mirrors and 40-inch medicine cabinets.

Electrical Outlet
Included within the medicine cabinet for added convenience.

Complete the Look
Verdera mirrors and medicine cabinets complement the KOHLER Tailored vanity collection, including surrounds and side kits.

*Verdera is compatible with most dimmer switches. Purchase separately to complement your bathroom design.
Available in Standard Sizes
From 20-inches to 40-inches

Mirror Sizes
Height: 33"
Width: 24", 34", 40"

Installation Options
Medicine cabinets can be surface-mounted or recessed (instructions and hardware are included).

To learn more about Verdera® lighted mirrors and medicine cabinets, just ask a showroom representative or visit KOHLER.com/Verdera.